Suffolk & Norfolk CC – 17/05/13
Mrs Di Brown
Many thanks to Helen and her team for the judging invitation, a super show this year
with an excellent entry. Thanks also to Barbie for being my steward and entering into
the spirit of the occasion. We had a really fun time dressing up this year, some were
slightly startled I think, but the cats didn’t mind at all.
A.C British Grand Champion Male
GD CC – Brown’s CH LYNBROW DEXTER (BRI c) M 26/09/13. A handsome
lad, masculine and well developed. Strong round head with broad skull and small
round tipped ears set to follow the contours of the head, full cheeks and well rounded
muzzle, short neat nose and deep chin, bite just about level. Expressive eyes, round
and open with vivid deep gold colour. Compact and cobby body with deep chest and
strong hind quarters, short strong limbs and medium length tail with rounded tip. Pale
pinkie-toned lilac coat that was impressively sound and free from ghosting, a little
long and soft in texture but has good density. A sweet tempered boy excellently
presented.
A.C British Grand Champion Female
GD CC – Leighton’s CH PORTEOUS SNOW-WHITE KITE (BRI bs 25) F
01/05/14. A lovely young queen of very good type. Round head with good cheeks and
nicely rounded muzzle, small neat ears set well apart, rounded forehead, short broad
nose with brick red nose leather outlined in chocolate, firm chin and level bite. Open
expression to eyes of mid orange. Body medium in length and still needs to fill out,
but she is still very young and her weight for size is good, short strong limbs, tail to
balance. Excels for coat pattern, even chocolate ticking throughout with two clear
bands of ticking evident with the colour is a nice warm tone for a silver cat, silver
undercoat extending just over half way up the hair shaft. Narrow banding to limbs and
tail, minimal tarnishing to forepaws. Coat very good for density and there is some
crispness of texture. Excellent to handle and presented in top condition.
R – Fisher’s CH XZIBIT PALOMA FAITH (BRI a) F 19/04/14. An attractive lady
of very good type and size. Round head with full cheeks and very good width
between her small neat ears, muzzle could be a touch more rounded. Gentle curve to
forehead with a short nose, firm chin and level bite. Lovely eyes of vibrant copper
colour and open expression. Body adolescent rangy at present as you might expect at
this age, but she has very good weight and substance to her, short strong limbs and
medium length tail to balance. Paler blue coat, marginally unsound today and a touch
long but very good for density and has some crispness to it. A sweet tempered lady
who showed her self well, excellently presented.
Black Adult Male
BOB – Denny’s IGR CH CASSIOBURY ZULU WARRIOR (BRI n) M 17/05/12.
A strong and handsome male, he has taken his time but is now a mature and
masculine lad. Strong round head with broad skull and dear little ears set well apart,
super full cheeks and well rounded muzzle, firm chin, bite a little under, needs a
slightly broader nose. Excellent eye colour, vibrant copper and the expression is good.
Strong cobby body with excellent depth and breadth to chest, excellent bone to limbs,

medium length tail with rounded tip. Super coat, intense black that was completely
sound to roots, short dense and crisp in texture. Not entirely happy about the bite but
given his overall excellence this was a minor consideration. Excellent temperament
for a mature Brit entire, immaculately presented.
Black Adult Female
CC – Fisher’s XZIBIT PLAYBOY BUNNY (BRI n) F 15/06/14. An attractive girl
and really weighty. Round head with good cheeks, ears small neat and set well apart,
rounded forehead with short nose, chin lines up and the bite is level, muzzle nicely
rounded. Excellent expression to eyes of mid orange colour. Short strong neck , cobby
and compact body with short limbs and round paws, medium length tail with rounded
tip to balance. Coat mostly jet black, it was a little rusty looking in places but not
extensively so and it was reasonably sound, slightly long and soft in texture but has
some density to it. She is very young and I think she will be very nice when she has
matured. Excellent temperament and presentation.
Cinnamon/Fawn Self Adult Male
1st CC w/h – Carroll’s FAWNBIEKATZ FAWN JIMMY CHOO (BRI p) M
10/08/14. A very sweet boy but very kitten-like in size and development at the
moment. Neat rounded head that has yet to broaden, ears of medium size, slightly tall
and set a little close. Rounded forehead, short neat nose, chin firm but bite very
untidy, sore-looking and undershot. Innocent expression to eyes of good colour. Long
rangy body, lacking coverage over the spine and substance in general, medium
length limbs with reasonable bone, tail rather long. Pale rosy-toned fawn coat that
was almost sound and fairly clear of ghosting, could be shorter and is soft in texture.
Lovely temperament, very playful and well presented, but too many faults for the CC
today.
Cinnamon/Fawn Self Adult Female
CC & BOB – Carroll’s FAWNBIEKATZ CINNAMON SAFRON (BRI o) F
10/08/14. Sister to the above and considerably better for size and overall type.
Typically adolescent with head small in proportion to her body at the moment, but is
nicely rounded with neat cheeks, needs a little more width between her medium size
ears but the setting is good., fairly short nose, firm chin, bite scissored under. Good
open expression to eyes of mid orange colour. Body a little rangy but has very good
weight, shortish limbs and medium length tail. Rich cinnamon colouring to coat a
little unsound but almost clear of ghosting, slightly long and soft in texture but
reasonably dense. A few problems but she is very young and should improve as she
matures. Handled well and was very well presented.
Black Silver Spotted Adult Male
CC & BOB – Panting’s RONALDO SILVER WALDO (BRI ns 24) M 04/05/14.
A super chap, very well developed for 13 months and really weighty. Strong head for
a youngster with full cheeks and excellent breadth to skull, ears small, round at the tip
and set to follow the contours of the head. Gentle curve to brow, short broad nose,
deep chin and level bite. Round eyes with excellent expression and hazel green
colour. Short strong neck, body marginally rangy as yet but very heavy and well
muscled, strong boned limbs and medium length tail with rounded tip. Black spotted
pattern generally good, round neat spots with just a little linkage behind the fore
limbs, on pale silver ground that was minimal for brindling, a little tarnishing to nose

and chin. Good coat, short and dense with a hint of crispness to it. Excellent
temperament, has some stud tail that needs attention, otherwise very well presented in
excellent condition.
Black Silver Spotted Adult Female
1st CC w/h – Panting’s RONALDO SILVER WALUS (BRI ns 24) F 07/08/14. A
nice little thing but very kitten-like at the moment with a lot of growing up to do,
though having said that she is not particularly small fir her age. Round head with
fairly good width between ears she still has to grow into, neat cheeks and rounded
muzzle, firm chin and level bite. Round eyes with sweet expression and hazel colour.
Body a little long and needs to fill out but weight for size good, shortish limbs and
good tail. Spotted pattern on mid silver ground still shows a lot of linkage with a
minimally broken spine line and linked spots down the sides, there is also a
considerable amount of brindling throughout at the moment. Coat rather long and soft
in texture, lacking in density and lying a bit flat today. Very sweet tempered and easy
to handle, excellently presented.
Blue Neuter
BOB – Denny’s PR GARIBALDI’S QUE SERA (IMP), (BRI a) FN 24/08/11. A
lovely big lady neuter, strong and cobby with very good British type. Rounded head
with neat cheeks and small round tipped ears with excellent width between. Lovely
eyes, open and expressive with rich copper colouring. Gentle curve to brow with a
short neat nose, firm chin lines up and the bite is level, well rounded muzzle.
Excellent cobby and compact body, short limbs and tail to balance. Mid blue coat a
touch unsound today with some tipping evident, short and reasonably dense, just a
little soft in texture. Handled well and was presented in excellent condition.
Oriental Spotted Tabby Neuter
BOB – Edwards’ GD PR HEMLOCK ALFREDO FERRARI (OSH b 24) MN
05/01/14. Superior spotted neuter lad, excellent in all respects and very hard to fault.
Excellent balance to strong medium length wedge, with wide top and very large ears
excellently set. Strong profile and I love his “fat” nose, deep chin and level bite.
Excellent eyes for shape set and expression with emerald green colour. Well defined
neck line and a long beautifully muscled body for a neuter, long elegant limbs and
long whip tail to balance. Excellent pattern, small neat well round spots that are
minimal for agouti invasion and are sound, chocolate colour rich and warm in tone on
warm-toned ground. Perfect coat, very short and close. As I said, very hard to fault
and his temperament is excellent. Perfectly presented.
Seal Point Siamese Adult
1st CC w/h – Richards’ DEBIKAT ARTPOP (SIA n) F 17/07/14. A stylish young
miss but far too small for nearly 10 months and not ready for a CC yet. Neat well
balanced head with good width to top line and large flared ears very well set. Straight
profile with good depth of chin and level bite. Oriental eyes shape and set with a mid
blue I would ideally like a tad deeper for a seal. Long slender body well covered for
size, long dainty limbs, tapered tail needs an inch to balance. Dense warm seal points
with pale almost unshaded creamy body, coat short and close lying with excellent
texture. Just needs to grow up. Excellent temperament and presentation.

Cinnamon Point Siamese Kitten
1st & BOB – Derrick’s NIGHTQUEEN SPICE OF LIFE (SIA) o) MN 17/09/14.
A big strong neuter kitten of very good type. Strong medium length wedge with very
good top-line, ears large and wide at the base with setting basically good, but
“wearing his flat cap” today. Straight profile, good chin and eve bite. Long weighty
body with long strong limbs and tapered tail to almost balance. Rich spicey cinnamon
points, all matching well, clear almost unshaded coat, short with a slightly thick
undercoat but managing to lie close to body with top coat reasonably sleek. A very
attractive lad with an excellent temperament, excellently presented.
END OF REPORT.

